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ABSTRACT
Network structures in a wide array of systems such as social networks, transportation, power and
water distribution infrastructures, and biological and ecological systems can exhibit critical thresholds
or tipping points beyond which there are disproportionate losses in the system functionality. There is
growing concern over tipping points and failure tolerance of such systems as tipping points can lead
to an abrupt loss of intended functionality and possibly non-recoverable states. While attack tolerance
of networked systems has been intensively studied for the disruptions originating from a single point
of failure, there have been instances where real-world systems are subject to simultaneous or sudden
onset of concurrent disruption at multiple locations. Using open-source data from the United States
Airspace Airport network and Indian Railways Network, and random networks as prototype class
of systems, we study their responses to synthetic attack strategies of varying sizes. For both types
of networks, we observe the presence of warning regions, which serve as a precursor to the tipping
point. Further, we observe the statistically significant relationships between network robustness
and size of simultaneous distribution, which generalizes to the networks with different topological
attributes for random failures and targeted attacks. We show that our approach can determine the
entire robustness characteristics of networks of disparate architecture subject to disruptions of varying
sizes. Our approach can serve as a paradigm to understand the tipping point in real-world systems,
and the principle can be extended to other disciplines to address critical issues of risk management
and resilience.
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Introduction
There is growing concern over the onset of the sudden collapse in the networked systems ranging from natural systems
including ecosystems to built systems including the Internet, multi-modal transportation networks, power grids, and
water distribution systems [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. Examples of such collapse are accelerated extinction of species
in ecosystems [10, 11], nation-wide blackouts in the power-grid as a consequence of localized failures that further
percolated into interdependent systems including communication and transportation networks [5], and of regional and
local transportation systems because of accidents, weather events, and congestion [3]. When networks are subject to
such events, a fraction of components (nodes, edges, or combination thereof) may disappear, resulting in the loss of
intended functionality.
Investigating attack tolerance for both single and interdependent networked systems has been a central question given
growing concern over nation-state attacks on built systems, and extinction of species as a consequence of environmental
degradation [12, 5, 13, 8]. Researchers have investigated the system dynamics near a “point of no return” or tipping
points using a set of non-linear dynamical equations to the stability of these systems [14, 15, 16, 17]. While for specific
systems, such dynamics are relatively well understood, encapsulating the complex interactions that shape up present
real-world complex systems in the form of an analytical framework is a non-trivial task. Moreover, the complex
systems with a large number of interacting components can pose a challenge of prohibitively high dimensionality. Thus,
researchers in the past have examined the robustness characteristics of networked systems by linking it to the structure
of the underlying networks [18, 19, 20, 21]. While attack tolerance of networked systems has been intensively studied
for the disruptions originating from a single point of failure, from both topological and dynamical perspectives, there
have been instances where real-world systems are subject to simultaneous or sudden onsets concurrent of disruption at
multiple locations. To understand the tolerance of systems toward sequential attacks, it is critical to analyse system
vulnerability to repeated attacks of varying sizes, and proactively identify their tipping points to multiple disruptions.
Moreover, once the tipping point sets in, stakeholders and infrastructure managers may not have opportunities to
course-correct for preventing catastrophic system loss. Hence, identifying the warning regions preceding the tipping
points can enable stakeholders to plan for graceful degradation before systems enter into irrecoverable or prolonged
damage states [22, 23, 24].
To address these gaps, we develop a method to identify the onset of warning point and region as well as tipping point
while accounting for multiple attacks and recurring faults occurring in the networks, both real-world and synthetic, of
disparate sizes. We seek to address whether warning regions can be identified for the networks before tipping points are
reached, when networks are subject to sequential attacks. Using a combination of graphical and numerical techniques,
we find that while tipping points for networks of different types and sizes exhibit considerable variability, the onset
of the warning region exhibits a consistent pattern for all the networks. Further, we note that network robustness
(quantified as the area under robustness curve), and batch size (number of nodes removed at each instance) exhibit linear
relationships on logarithmic scales and hence offering methods to predict robustness characteristics for the systems
under recurring attacks.
Data
We demonstrate applicability of the proposed approach on both real-world networks and synthetic networks (Table S1).
Here we model Indian Railways Network (IRN), and US National Airspace System Airport Network (USNASAN)
as undirected networks using open-source data, which consist of 809 and 1261 nodes, respectively. For IRN and
USNASAN, nodes represent the stations and the airports, respectively. A pair of stations (airports) is considered to be
connected if there is at least one direct train (flight) between them (See SI Table 1).
We note that while the choice of these two real-world networks is guided by data availability [20, 25], the methods can
generalize to other systems that can be represented as networks. Since the structure of underlying networks plays an
important role in determining system’s ability to survive targeted and random attacks [26, 21], we use Erdo˝s Rényi
model to simulate random networks (hereinafter referred to as ER), and Barabási Albert model to generate scale-free
networks (hereinafter referred to as BA) [27] with the number of nodes varying from 1,000 to 25,000. To draw a
direct comparison with the real-world network (IRN in this case), we keep the network density, D (defined as the
proportion of possible links to maximum possible links among the nodes) for synthetic network similar to that of
IRN (DIRN = 0.008). The four networks, used here, also follow different degree distributions that most real-world
networks are known to exhibit [28, 29]. For example, IRN, USNASAN, and BA networks follow power-law with
degree distribution, pk of the form:
pk = Ck
−γ (1)
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where C is the normalization constant and γ is the degree exponent.
On the other hand, for ER networks, pk follows binomial distribution of the form:
pk =
(
n
k
)
pk(1− p)n−k (2)
where n is the number of nodes and p is the probability of link between a pair of nodes (See SI: Fig. 1).
Besides, we use a simplified illustrative network with ten nodes of arbitrary degree distribution to describe the
terminologies related to the warning region and tipping points identified in this research (Fig. 1).
State of Critical Functionality
To measure attack tolerance of the networked systems, including the Internet [28], transportation systems [20],
communications, and power distribution systems [5], the measure of connectivity in terms of probability of finding a
node in the largest connected cluster is often used. Here, we use a similar measure of the state of critical functionality,
S˜t, which is defined as the ratio of the size of largest connected cluster at time t to its size before perturbation. We
note that in the context of dynamical systems, the functionality is often measured in the form of network activities
[15]. However, in the absence of known operational dynamics, we adopt a proxy measure S˜t that provides extent of
fragmentation of the largest connected cluster under various perturbation scenarios. Hence, S˜t = 1 would represent a
fully functioning network, whereas S˜t = 0 represents the total loss of functionality.
Simulating perturbations
The central question that this research attempts to address is: how networked systems respond to simultaneous
disruptions occurring sequentially until the network loses its functionality? To model different attack scenarios, we
consider the combination of random failures and targeted attacks. In each model, we synthetically disrupt remove a
batch of nodes of size B with 1 ≤ B ≤ n. The four disruption models are:
Random attack model (RAM): Randomly choose and remove B nodes at each time-step. However, the selection is
not straightforward due to stochastic nature. At each time-step, we randomly sample K sets of B nodes. For each
set, we compute S˜t and choose the set that yields the lowest S˜t value (or worst possible scenario from given sampling
during random perturbations).
Targeted attack model (TAM-I): At each time-step, top-B nodes with high degrees are removed, and then the degrees
of the remaining nodes are recomputed.
Targeted attack model (TAM-II): The probability of selection of a node depends on its current degree, i.e., higher
the degree, the higher is the probability of being attacked. At each time-step, B nodes are removed. Degrees are
recalculated after each batch removal.
Targeted attack model (TAM-III): At each time-step, top-B nodes with high degrees are removed first, followed by
nodes with lower degrees. Unlike TAM-I, degrees are not recomputed.
Results
In this research, we seek to address that when networked systems are subjected to sequential attacks of size B, whether
warning regions can be identified before the point of sudden collapse or tipping point. In agreement with the case
of gradual removal of nodes reported in literature [30], we notice that as the fraction of removed nodes increases, S˜t
decreases non-linearly exhibiting a threshold-like behavior with S˜t reaching to zero. In addition to disproportionate
loss in functionality, we notice a large deviation in the size of largest connected component under all perturbation
scenarios (δS˜t). This point marked by the largest deviation is identified as tipping point. Moreover, we note that before
tipping point is reached under various perturbation scenarios, deviation in the slope of S˜t (δ∇S˜t) begins to increase.
We measure the deviation in the slope of S˜t on log-log scale and the point after which the fluctuations in δ∇S˜t begin to
increase is referred to as warning point. Despite the large fluctuations, for all networks considered in this study, S˜t
>> 0 at the warning point. Hence, the onset of the large fluctuations can serve as a precursor to the onset of sudden
collapse. We identify the region between the warning point and the tipping point as warning region. We investigate
whether two distinct real-world networks, IRN and USNASAN (Fig. 2(a) and 2(b)), exhibit warning and tipping points
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when subject to synthetic sequential disruptions of varying size B. For each network, we consider B ranging from 2 to
98 with an increment of 2, resulting in 49 robustness curves. While we identify the onset of warning regions using the
graphical method (SI: Fig. 2), we recognize the tipping point as a point with the largest magnitude of δS˜t following the
warning point. Fig. 2(c) and (f) show the robustness response of the two networks for B = 2 with the warning region
shown in yellow color. We note that the network density of USNASAN is 7.5 times higher than that of IRN. The greater
density with a comparable number of nodes would translate to more redundancy, therefore greater network robustness
[31, 32]. In the case of sequential disruptions based on synthetic failure schemes, we observe that warning and tipping
points in USNASAN occur later than in IRN. Also, the width of the warning region in USNASAN is greater compared
to that of IRN. Moreover, the point of maximum deviation appears distinctly in the largest connected component after
onset of the warning point, which is not the case in USNASAN due to its high robustness whereby we observe multiple
data spikes. We consider the spike with the largest magnitude as tipping point (Fig. 2(d) and 2(g)).
Further, we identify the warning and tipping points for synthetic networks, ER and BA (Fig. 3(a) and 3(b)), under
TAM-I and TAM-II discussed above. These two networks consist of an equal number of nodes and edges but have
significantly different degree distributions (See SI: Fig. 1). For both systems, we observe warning and tipping points
that can be easily delineated using graphical and numerical approaches discussed in the present research. We note that
the warning and tipping points for ER appear later in comparison to BA networks for the same disruption size (B = 2)
under the TAM-I disruption scenario. It can be explained by the fact that ER networks lack distinct hubs (nodes with
disproportionately large degrees) with significant nodes having comparable degrees, which conforms to the earlier
findings reported elsewhere [21, 33] for the gradual removal of nodes.
Fig. 4(a) and 4(b) show the warning and tipping points obtained for values of B ranging from 2 to 98 with an increment
of 2 for TAM-I and TAM-II, respectively (see Fig. S3 and Fig. S4 for RAM and TAM-III). Top row of both Fig. 4(a)
and 4(b) shows the 49 robustness curves (S˜t vs i˜), whereas bottom row shows the warning points and tipping points
identified using our approach for two disruption scenarios (See Materials and Methods). The curves on the extreme
right in all the panels indicate B = 2. The value of B increases towards the left with the innermost curve, indicating
B of size 98. We note that warning points exhibit a consistent linear pattern on a log-log scale for all disruption
scenarios. On the other hand, in the case of tipping points, we do not observe a similar pattern. From an infrastructure
stakeholder perspective, the ability to predict warning points can significantly help in timely decision making hence
averting disproportionate losses. We further notice that the detection of warning points and tipping points becomes
challenging for large values of B, making the networks highly vulnerable to disruptions of larger magnitude irrespective
of their network properties.
Finally, we measure the disruption robustness of a network under various attack scenarios and different values of B by
measuring the area under the S˜t curve. A larger area indicates more robust network [20, 25, 34, 35]. We plot the area
under the robustness curves (As) against B on log-log scale for various disruption scenarios (Fig. 5). For all cases, the
relationship between As and B is summarized as:
As ×Bm = C (3)
m is the slope, and C is the y-intercept of the best fit line on the log-log scale (Table S2). For synthetic networks, we
also check the asymptotic behavior of the relationship, thus obtained between As and B (See Fig.S5). While the value
of m is different for various disruption scenarios for IRN, USNASAN, and BA networks, m approaches unity for ER
networks as well as BA networks with a considerably large number of nodes. The As and B relationship thus obtained
can help us to estimate the robustness characteristics of various networks under the varying magnitude of B merely by
visual inspection.
Discussion
The first step toward designing and operating networked systems that are robust against attacks and failures is to
identify the set of nodes, which, if perturbed, can inflict maximum damage to the network functionality [33, 19]. In
the context of random and idealized systems, the approaches to identify an optimal set of the most critical set of
nodes is typically based on topological properties and discussed elsewhere [33, 19]. However, real-world examples
where networked systems are subject to recurrent perturbations of large magnitudes are often reported but seldom
studied [5, 20]. Secondly, from stakeholder and infrastructure managers’ perspective, early warning indicators of the
points of sudden collapse or tipping points can help inform graceful degradation [36] and hence prevent irreversible
losses under sequential disruption scenarios. Although there is growing interest from a policymaking perspective
to proactively ensure critical systems are resilient and maintain mission-critical functions under compromise due to
unprecedented events, few analytical tools exist to guide the planning needed to achieve risk minimization and resilience
goals. Generating loss of functionality estimates in infrastructure networks and cascading failure impacts will inform
consequence-based decision support, risk assessments, and contingency analysis using mitigation strategies. Moreover,
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increasing the speed and precision in estimating loss of functionality through the warning region and tipping point
analysis here will fundamentally improve pre- and post-event decision making for infrastructure stakeholders thereby
enhancing national security and economic prosperity.
In this research, using a suite of graphical and numerical methods, we propose an approach to identify such early
indicators for networked systems, both real and synthetic, under sequential disruptions. Our results show that despite
the inherent differences in the network attributes, such as network density and degree distribution, we can identify
consistent patterns in warning regions before disproportionate losses set in when multiple network components are
removed simultaneously. Our results also illustrate the predictive and surprisingly straightforward analytical relationship
between robustness measure and disruption size for different networks. Hence, combining the early-warning indicators,
tipping points, and robustness measures obtained as a function of disruption size can yield predictive insights into the
response of networked systems to disruptions of substantial sizes.
Future extensions to the proposed framework may need to consider the underlying dynamical mechanisms [14],
and explore how the inclusion of interaction strengths in both dynamical and static models can alter the regions of
functionality. Further, we have only considered the node removal, which is too drastic a disruption. Also, in our
synthetic disruption scenarios, we assume size of B to be fixed throughout the disruption. However, in real-world,
these disruptions can exhibit large variations. From stakeholders’ perspectives, analyzing the simultaneous rewiring or
deletion of multiple edges can help further understand effects on system robustness [37].
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Materials and Methods
Datasets
This paper uses four undirected network datasets - two synthetic networks and two real-world networks. The two
synthetic networks comprise classical Erdo˝s–Rényi (ER) and Barabási–Albert (BA) networks of different sizes. Whereas
the Indian Railways Network (IRN) and the U.S. National Airspace System Airport Network (USNASAN) comprise
two real-world networks. In IRN, we study origin-destination data of passenger-carrying trains. This network was
constructed using the data cconstructed in [20] comprising 809 nodes or stations and 2,342 edges or links between
these stations. We have modelled the IRN as an origin-destination network where we consider stations with at least
one originating or terminating train. This large network of 809 stations comprises of 7,066 trains as of October 30,
2014. Only 752 of the 809 stations are part of the giant component or the largest connected group of stations.Similarly,
we model USNASAN after [25]. USNASAN comprises of 1261 nodes with 47489 edges with all nodes as part of the
largest connected cluster at t = 0.
For experimental consistency, we design synthetic networks (ER and BA) with equal number of nodes and fix the
graph density approximately equal to the graph density of the largest cluster of IRN. Here, the graph density (D) for an
undirected graph with |V | nodes and |E| edges is defined as
D =
2|E|
|V |(|V | − 1) (4)
The ER and BA networks were constructed using the Python’s NetworkX library1. ER network with 1,000 nodes and
graph density 0.008 was constructed. ER networks with different number of nodes (upto 25,000 nodes) and same graph
density were also constructed for more detailed analysis. Similarly, a BA network of 1,000 nodes along with networks
containing different number of nodes (upto 25,000 nodes) but almost same graph density were constructed for analysis.
Table 1: Data Statistics
Network Name Nodes Edges No. of components Size Of Giant Component
ER 1000 3981 1 1000
BA 1000 3984 1 1000
IRN 809 2342 27 752
USNASAN 1261 47489 1 1261
Determining Network Robustness
Infrastructure network failure and disruptions are inevitable, particularly due to both internal and external causes such as
security breaches, natural calamities, node aging, etc. Different networks respond to similar type of failures differently
due to underlying structural properties. In a network, robustness refers to the system’s ability to carry out its basic
functions even when some nodes/links have been failed [19]. Thus, network structure results in differential robustness.
The failures are classified into two broad categories: (i) random, and (ii) targeted. Random failures occur when nodes
fail without any ordering, i.e., disruptions cannot be predicted with certainty. Targeted failures occurs when nodes fail in
a prescribed ordering, i.e., disruptions can be predicted with some certainty. In this work, we define a continuous failure
regime, where few nodes in the networks fail at each time-step without recovery. The network critical functionality
1https://networkx.github.io/
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(S) is defined in terms of giant component that exist in the original network (at time-step t = 0). The network critical
functionality at each time-step t (S˜t) as the ratio of remaining number of nodes in the giant component at time-step t
(fragmented functionality) to the number of stations in the initial giant component (total functionality) [20].
S˜t =
Fragmented Functionality
Total Functionality
(5)
The contingency curve
The contingency curve presents an visualization of network critical functionality (S˜t) at each time-step. Specifically, we
remove B nodes at each time-step or instance (˜i) and compute S˜t. In the current experimentation, generate K =100
sets of size B for the random attack model. The higher values of K, even though are computationally expensive, did
not yield significant improvements. Figure 7 presents an illustrative example of contingency curve on log-log scale.
Note that, we consider log-log scale for better visualization of lower S˜t values. The curve also presents an insight of
warning points and tipping points. We define ‘tipping point’ as that time-step at which the network drastically looses its
functionality. A delayed tipping point results in a more robust network.
Identifying warning point Figure 7 also presents the methodology to identify warning point in the contingency
curve. The initial step to join two distinct points on the curve with a line (say l1). The first point lies at i˜ = 1 and the
second point lies just before the point with S˜ = 0. In the next step, we draw parallel lines (l2, l3, ..., lk) towards right of
the l1. We stop at line lk such that it touches only one of the point on the curve and has the highest value of y-intercept.
We term this point as ‘warning point’.
Identifying tipping point We use the contingency curve and plot the deviation in the size of largest connected
component (δS˜t). The point with maximum deviation in the size of largest connected component, after the warning
point, is the required tipping point.
Area under contingency curve Area under contingency curve indicates the robustness of the network under continu-
ous attack regime. We study the relation between area under contingency curve AS against batch size B. Simple curve
fitting experiments suggest a rectangular hyperbolic nature of the curve. Note that, we fit the log-log scaled AS and B
with a straight line ASB−m = C.
Theoretical analysis of tipping point
In Fig. 7, a method to identify the tipping point for a network under attack (uniform random or preferential) is
explained. Here the given pictorial analysis is formulated to analyse the behaviour of tipping point under different
criteria is explained. In Fig. 7, horizontal axis represents time and each time step a node get removed with some
probability p′, which can be transferred as occupation probability. Let φ be the occupation probability then 1− φ =
active nodes/total nodes = tp′/n = x. As we know that tipping point is the intersection of non-linear curve (in blue
cross marks) and a line parallel to the line joining the first and last points of the non-linear curve (in blue cross marks).
Thus to analyse the behaviour of tipping point, we need equation of the line and non-linear curve. Solving them for
single point, we get the tipping point.
First point A of the curve is (lnφ, ln S˜x) = (0, 0) and last point B is (lnφc, ln 1n ), the equation the line passing through
points A and B is
ln S˜x =
ln 1n
lnφc
lnφ+ C, (6)
where φc is critical occupation probability and 1−x = φ. Now, we need the equation of the curve which is corresponding
to size of giant component.
Consider a random network having degree distribution pk, and it is under uniform random attack. Let S˜x is the size of
giant component when occupation probability is φ = 1− x. Let a node have degree k and it is not connected to the
giant component with average probability u via a particular neighbouring node. The average probability that a node is
not connected to giant component is
u =
∑
k
pku
k.
8
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Hence, the size of the giant component is defined by
S˜x = φ(1− u). (7)
How to compute u: As we know that u is the average probability that a node is not connected to giant component via a
particular neighbouring node let say X. This event can happen in two ways: Either X is not present that has probability
(1− φ), or X is present but X is not connected to giant component via its remaining neighbours. Thus, the combined
probability that a node is not connect to giant cluster via X is 1− φ+ φuk, where k is distributed according to excess
degree distribution defined by
qk =
(k + 1)pk+1
k
.
k is average degree in the network. Thus,
u = 1− φ+ φ
∑
k
qku
k = 1− φ+ φv, (8)
where v =
∑
k qku
k.
Next, φc = k
k2−k , where s signifies the average of s. Assume that v is well behaved near u = 1, its all derivatives exist,
then
v = v(1) + (u− 1)v′(1) + 1
2
(u− 1)2v′′(1) +O(u− 1)3 = 1 + u− 1
φc
+
1
2
(u− 1)2v′′(1) +O(u− 1)3. (9)
From Eqs. (8) and (9),
u− 1 = 2
v′′(1)
φc − φ
φcφ
+O(u− 1)2. (10)
Similarly,
u = u(1) + (u− 1)u′(1) +O(u− 1)2 = 1 + 2k
v′′(1)
φc − φ
φcφ
+O(φ− φc)2. (11)
From Eqs. (7) and (11),
S˜x =
2k
v′′(1)
φ− φc
φc
+O(φ− φc)2. (12)
ln S˜x = ln
2k
v′′(1)
+ ln
φ− φc
φc
(13)
Table 2: Values of m in the equation ABm = constant. It can be clearly seen that the value of m approaches 1 as the
network size increases.
Network sizes Attack ModelsRAM TAM-I TAM-II TAM-III
ER 400 nodes 0.917 0.974 0.886 0.965
ER 800 nodes 0.970 0.998 0.983 0.993
ER 1000 nodes 0.981 0.999 0.972 0.986
ER 2000 nodes 0.996 0.999 0.995 0.996
ER 3000 nodes 0.998 1 0.997 0.999
ER 5000 nodes 0.999 1 0.999 1
ER 10000 nodes 1 1 1 1
ER 20000 nodes 1 1 1 1
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(a) (b)
(c)
(d)
Figure 1: Warning region and tipping point Illustrative example depicting the warning region and the tipping point
for a network containing ten nodes with arbitrary degree distribution when perturbed with batch size, B = 1. (a)
Represents the three distinct stages of the network as perturbation progresses. In the first stage, the network is in its
original form and is fully functional (marks the starting point of the green region shown in b. As the perturbation
progresses, deviation in the slope of S˜t (δ∇S˜t) begin to increase which is identified as warning point (shown in orange)
in d. At warning point, the network still retains 50% of its state of critical functionality. The onset of warning region (at
i˜=4) coincides with increased fluctuations in δ∇S˜t that continues even beyond tipping point.
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(a) IRN (b) USNASAN
(c) (d) (e)
(f) (g) (h)
Figure 2: Delineating functionality regions in real-world networks (a)Network representation of Indian Railways
Network (IRN) and (b) The U.S National Airspace System Airport Network (USNASAN). While IRN has 809 nodes
and 2,342 edges, USNASAN has 1,261 nodes and 47,489 edges, depicting an edge density ∼7 times in comparison to
IRN. (c) and (f) show the state of critical functionality (S˜t) vs. time instance (˜i) for respective networks when these are
perturbed using Targeted Attack Model (TAM-I) with batch size, B = 2. While green region marks the region of high
functionality, yellow and red regions mark the warning and tipping regions, respectively. (d) For IRN,while onset of
tipping point is evident from δS˜t, (g) δS˜t for USNASAN exhibit multiple spikes after the onset of warning point.(e)
and (h) δ∇S˜t for both IRN and USNASAN exhibit increased fluctuations in warning region.
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(a) ER (b) BA
(c) (d) (e)
(f) (g) (h)
Figure 3: Delineating functionality regions in synthetic networks. Same as Fig. 2 but for synthetic networks. For
both ER and BA networks, tipping points and onset of warning regions are distinctly visible from S˜t and δ∇S˜t curves.
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(a) Warning points and tipping points for TAM-I
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(b) Warning points and tipping points for TAM-II
Figure 4: Robustness characteristics under disruptions of varying magnitudes (a) and (b) shows the state of critical
functionality (S˜t) at every instance for four different networks, namely: IRN, USNASAN, ER (1000 nodes), and BA
(1000 nodes). The second row contains the warning point (in orange) and tipping points (in red). (a) corresponds to the
targeted attack model (TAM-I) in which the degree of every node is recomputed at every instance. ((b) corresponds to
an attack based on the probability of the selection of the nodes (TAM-II). Each subplot contains 49 curves corresponding
to the 49 batch sizes. In all of these subplots, as we move from left to right, the batch size decreases from 98 to 2 at an
interval of 2. It can be observed that the warning points in USNASAN are obtained at lower values of S˜t as compared
to the other three because of the high graph density. However, the warning point occurs latest in the case of the ER
network because of its randomness and absence of high degree nodes. The warning point for different networks and
different attack models follows a particular pattern shown using a black line, which is the best fit line. On the other
hand, the tipping points show significant variation for all networks under different perturbation scenarios.
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Figure 5: Robustness characteristics and perturbation size. Log-log plot of area (As) vs batch size (B) for the four
different networks IRN, USNASAN, ER (1000 nodes), and BA (1000 nodes) with B ranging from 98 to 2 at an interval
of 2. Here, As corresponds to the area under the contingency curve (graph of S˜t vs. i˜). The robustness of a network is
directly proportional to the As. Lower the value of As for an attack model, higher is the damage. The plot resembles
a straight line. The power of ‘B’ in the equation AsBm = C represents the slope of the straight line, and the C (a
constant) represents the y-intercept of the best fit line. Note that the sequence of lines from top to bottom is always the
same, i.e., RAM, TAM-III, TAM-II, and TAM-I. Only the distance between these lines varies.
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Figure 6: Degree Distribution: Degree Distribution of Erdos-Renyi Network (1000 nodes), Barabasi-Albert Network
(1000 nodes), Indian Railways Network (809 nodes) and U.S. National Airspace System Airport Network (1261 nodes)
on a Log-log scale. The subplot in each plot is the degree distribution on a normal scale. Degree Distribution of
Erdos-Renyi (ER) or Random Network is observed to follow Poisson distribution. Whereas, the other networks follow
the power law (k−α). For BA network, α = 2.9643 and σ = 0.062117 and for IRN, α = 2.075069 and σ = 0.045471.
Here σ is the standard error.
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Figure 7: The Warning Point. The method used to find the warning point for any network has been depicted in this
figure. The log-log plot of the state of critical functionality (S˜t) vs. time/instance (˜i) is used to identify the warning
point. Initially, the first point and the last point on S˜t vs. i˜ curve are joined with a line and the value of slope and
y-intercept of the line are obtained. Now, lines parallel to this line are plotted passing through different points. The
y-intercept of each line is then obtained and one with the maximum value of y-intercept is then selected. The point
through which this line passes is the warning point of the network.
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Figure 8: Warning points and tipping points for RAM
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Figure 9: Warning points and tipping points for TAM-III
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Figure 10: Large-Scale Networks. The Area (As) vs Batch size (B) has been plotted in which the batch sizes are 14,
18, 22, . . ., 98. ER and BA network with number of nodes equal to 1000, 5000, 10000 and 20000 were disrupted using
all four attack models. It is observed that the distance between these lines slowly decreases. The sequence of the lines
from top to bottom is always same. For large networks, the equation of lines also becomes the same.
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Figure 11: Computation Time. The time taken by the network to completely loose its functionality was measured for
network of different sizes. The figure shows the computational time for Barabasi-Albert (BA) networks of different
sizes. It was observed that when the BA networks were attacked randomly, the time taken increased exponentially
for networks with higher number of nodes. The other three attack models took very less computational time. The
decreasing order of time taken by the four attack models was observed to be Random attacks > Based on Probability
> Targeted Attack - Model II > Targeted Attack - Model I. Similarly, an exponential behaviour was observed for ER
networks of different sizes.
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ER network (10 nodes and graph density = 0.3) 
Batch size (B) = 2
SCF = 1 SCF = 0.8 SCF = 0.6
SCF = 0.4 SCF = 0.2
Nodes removed: 8, 6 Nodes removed: 7, 9
Nodes removed: 1, 3 Nodes removed: 5, 2
Batch size (B) = 4
Nodes removed: 2, 7, 8, 9 Nodes removed: 0, 1, 3, 6
SCF = 1 SCF = 0.6 SCF = 0.2
Batch size (B) = 6
SCF = 1 SCF = 0.3
Nodes removed: 5, 9, 0, 3, 6, 2
AB1.027 = 100.714
Figure 12: Toy Model. The attack model for an ER network of 10 nodes, and graph density 0.3 has been depicted
here. The graphs shown under the section of ’Batch size (B) = 2’ has 5 sub figures. Each graph represents the state
of network on removing 2 nodes. The last state of the network will have zero nodes present. Similarly, the state of
network for attack sizes 4, and 6 has been shown. The contingency curve and a plot of Area (A) vs Batch size (B) has
also been depicted in the figure. The best fit line in this case comes out to be AB1.027 = 100.714. The power of B in
this equation exceeds ’1’. If we consider batch sizes to be 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10, the power of B comes out to be 0.709.
This is because of adding a few more points to the Area vs Batch size plot. The change in the best fit line of very small
networks is significant as compared to large-scale networks.
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